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A NOTE ON WEAKLY IRRESOLUTE MAPPINGS

Gyu Ihn Chae, K.K.Dube and 0. S. Panwar

I . Introduction.
In 1963, N. Levine introduced a class of semi-continuous 

mappings which properly contains the class of all cont
inuous mappings and in [5丄 the notion of an irresolute 
mapping which is stronger than that of semi-continuity, 
but is independent of that of continuity was introduced. 
The concept of weakly irresolute mappings was introd
uced in [2, Definition 6]. In this note, it will be shown 
that the class of weakly irresolute mappings properly 
contains that of irresolute mapping [5丄 and it is inde
pendent of that of semi-continuous mappings [6], of that 
of almost irresolute mappings [8] and of that of set- 
s-connected mappings [3丄 Further, characterizations and 
some basic properties of weakly irresolute mappings are 
investigated.

Throughout this paper, spaces mean topological spaces 
on which no separation axioms are assumed and f：X 
—denotes a mapping from a space X into a space 
Y. Let A be a subset of a space X. By T(X), 
clx(A) and intx(4) (T, cl(A) and int(A) without 
confusions) we will denote, respectively, the topology 
on X9 the closure of A and the interior of AUX. 
A set A is semiopen [6] in a space X if there exists 
an 0 e T(X) such that OCACcZ(O), and is semiclosed 
[8] iff its complement is semiopen. The intersection of 
all the semiclosed sets containing A is called the semic-
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losure [9] of A and the union of all the semiopen sets 
contained in A(Z.X is called the semi-interior [9] of A. 
By SO(X)9 scl(A) and sint(A) we will denote, respect
ively, the family of all semiopen sets in a space X, the 
semi-closure of A and the semi-interior of 4uX・ It was 
shown in well-known papers that int(A) Usint(?l)UA 
Uscl(4)Ucl(4)； A(ZB implies sint(A)U sint(B) and scl 
(A)Cscl(B) ； A is semiopen (resp, semiclosed) iff 4= 
sint(A) (resp. A=scl(/4))・ A set N of a space X is 
called a semi-neighborhood (written semi-nbd) [1] of a 
point x e X if there exists an i7 e SO(X) such that x e 
UUN. It was shown that A s SO(X) iff A is the semi- 
nbd of each of its points 口丄 A point p s X is termed 
a semi-limit point of A [7] iff, for each U e SO(X) 
containing py J7Q(A—{/>})右如 The union of A and sd 
(A), where sd(A) denotes the set of all the semi-limit 
points of A9 called the semi-drived set of A9 is equal to 
scl(A). A is semiclosed iff A contains sd(A).

A mapping /： X-^Y is said to be irresolute [5] iff 
for every V e SO( F), s SO(X) iff for each, x e
X and each semi-nbd V of /(x), there exists a semi-nbd 
U of x in X such that /(C/)CZV. A mapping f\ X~^Y is 
said to be semi-continuous [6] iff for every V s 7( F),

& SO(X). Every irresolute mapping is semi-cont- 
inuous but not conversely [5丄 A space X is semi~T2[10l] 
iff for each pair y e X, x^y9 there exist disjoint A, 
B e SO(X) such that x e A and s B iff for each pair 
x,y e X9 there exists an C7 £ SO(X) such that y e 
U and x £ scl(l7). By a semi-clopen set we mean a set 
which is both semiopen and semiclosed. A space X is s- 
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connected [11] iff no nonempty proper subset of X is 
semi-clopen； hence every indiscrete space is s-connected. 
A subset of a space X is s-connected iff it is s-connected 
as a subspace of X.

K. Weakly irresolute mappings.

Definition 1. A mapping is said to be weakly
irresolute [2] if for each x e X and each semi-nbd Vd 
Y at f (x), there exists a semi-nbd U of % such that f 
(t/)csci(y).

We now give a characterization of weakly irresolute 
mappings.

Theorem 1. A mapping f* X-rKis weakly irresolute 
iff for each 0 e SO(Y), Usint(户(scl(O))).

Proof. Let x e /-1(0). Then f(x) e 0- Thus, by Defini
tion 1, there exists a G & SO(X) containing x such that 
/(G)Cscl(O). This implies x e G UJf(scl(0)), i.e., x e 
sint(fT(scl(o))). Conversely, let x s X and /•愆)e Q e SO 
(Y). Then x e 广i(0)Usint(jF(scl(0)))・ Let G=sint(广】 

(scl(0))). Then /(G)Cscl(O). The proof is complete.
It is quite evident that every irresolute mapping is 

weakly irresolute. A weakly irresolute mapping may fail 
to be irresolute, as shown by the following example.

Exmple 1. Let X~{a, b. c, d} with T(X、) = [如 X, {d}y 
{a,c}. {a,c,d}} and Y= {p,q,r} with T(Y)= {饱匕{?}}. 

Then the mapping f：X->Y, defined by f(a»=p, 了(、b、) = 

f(c) =q and is, obviously, weakly irresolute
but not irresolute. Note that f is also not semi-contin
uous.
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Definition 2. A space X is strongly s-regular iff, for 
every point x e X and every semiclosed set F of X 
such that %《F, there exist disjoint U9 V e SO(X) such 
that x £ U and FdV.

It can be easily shown that a space X is strongly 
s-regular iff for each point x e X and each V e SO(X) 
containing x, there exists a (7 e SO(X) containing x 
such that scl(t/)CK

Theorem 2. Let f：X->Ybe a weakly irresolute mapping. 
If Y is strongly s-regular. Then f is irresolute and 
hence semi-continuous.

Proof. Let x e X and V e 8(9( K) with f(x) & 14 Since 
Y is strongly s-regular, there exists an M £ SO(Y') 
containing /(x) such that scl(M)CK Since f is weakly 
irresolute, there exists a U e SO(X) containing x such 
that /(t/)(Zscl(Af)CZV. Thus f is irresolute.

A semi-continuous mapping may fail to be weakly 
irresolute, as shown by the following example. Therefore, 
weakly irresolute mappings are, in general, independent 
of semi-continuities from Example 1.

Exmple 2. Let X={cz0c} with 7、(X) = {饱X, h까, {아, 

{a9b}9 {a9c}} and Y~{p, q9 r} with T(Y) = {^9 Y, (/>}, (<?},
Then the mapping >7, defined by f(a)~p9 

了(b)=q and /(c)—r, is semi-continuous but not weakly 
irresolute.

A mapping /： X-^Y is said to be almost-open [13] if, 
for every V e T( V),广](cl(V)) (clU(广'(卩)). It is known 
that every open mapping is almost-open and a continuous 
and almost-open mapping is always not open.
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Lemma 1. If /： X~>Y is semi-continuous and almost- 
open, then f is irresolute.

Proof. It is easy to prove and is thus omitted.
From Lemma 1, we obtain that a semi-continuous map

ping is weakly irresolute if it is almost-open and hence 
open.

Theorem 3- If X-^Y is weakly irresolute, then scl 
(广W)(二户(scl(V)) for each V e SO(Y).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if x e scl (/
一then x e /-1(scl( V)). Suppose x W 广'(scl(卩))， 

that is, /(x) t scl(y). Then there exists W e SO(Y)
/(x) c W and Since Vr SO(Y)9 we

have scl(l¥)n Since f is weakly irresolute, there 
exists an s SO(X) containing x such that y(t/)Cscl(W). 
Accordingly,丿「(〔/)「〕卩=饱 On the other hand, if x e scl 
(广'(V)) and 户사'), then 互Uscl(/*，), and so we
have 尹© so that /([7)D This means a
contradiction. Therefore, x e /-1(scl(y)). This proves 
the theorem.

From Theorem 3, it is obvious that if 仁 X—>Y is wea
kly irresolute, then /(scl(/-1(1^)))(^8€1( V) for each V & 
SO(F).

Definition 3・ A mapping f\ X-^Y is termed almost 
irresolute Q8] if for each point x e X and each semi- 
nbd V(ZY of /(x), scl (广】시/)) is a semi-nbd of x.

An almost irresolute mapping need not be weakly irre
solute, as show by the following example.

Exmple 3. Let X=Y^{a9b9c,d} with topologies, T 
(X) = 0,X,{"Z}, {c}Aa.c.d}} and 7(Y) = {幻匕"가, W 
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c}, {a9b9c}}. Then the mapping /： XS defined by f 
(“)=jf(3)=・f(c)=0 and /(d)=爲 is almost irresolute but 
not weakly irresolute.

Theorem 4. If f：X->Y is almost irresolute and scl(/H 
(V))C/"1 (scl(V)) for each V e SO(Y)9 then f is weakly 
irresolute.

Proof. For any point x & X and V e SO(Y) containing 
J。)，we have scl(/-1 (V))C/'1 (scl(V)) by hypothesis. 
Since f is almost irresolute, there exists a C7 e SO(X) such 
that x e 以二scl(广*V))U广i(scl(V)). Thus f(U)Qcl(V).

The converse to Theorem 4 does not hold, in general, 
as shown by the following example.

Exmple 4・ Let X^=Y={a9b,c,d} with topologies, T 
(X) = {0X> {a}9 {c}, {a9c}, {b,c]y {a,b,c}} and T(Y) = {饱 

Y, {a}, {a9c}}. Then the identity mapping i is weakly 
irresolute but not almost irresolute.

Example. 4. An almost irresolute mapping fl X—>Y is 
weakly irresolute iff scl (/•1(y))C/'1(scl(Vr)) for each V 
e SO(Y).

Proof. From Theorem 3 and 4.

Definition 4. Let A be a subset of a space X. The 
weakly irresolute mapping from X onto a subspace A of 
X is called a weakly irresolute retraction if the restri
ction f\A is the identity mapping on A. We call such 
an A a weakly irresolute retract of X.

Lemma 2. If A is semiopen and U is open in a space 
X9 then AQU is semiopen in X. (Refer to [9]).

Theorem 5- Let be a subset of a space X and f： 
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X-^A be a weakly irresolute retraction of X onto A. If 
X is T2 then A is semiclosed in X.

Proof. Suppose A is not semiclosed. Then there exists 
a semi-limit point % of 4 in X such that x e scl(A) but 
x z A. Since f is weakly irresolute retraction,
Since X is T2 there exist disjoint U9V e T(X) such 
that x e U and /(x) e V. Thus [们疽乂시/)=©・ Also, 
VC\A e 7(A) and hence VC\A e SO(A) containing /(x). 
Let W e SO(X) with x e W. Then UC\W e SO(X) cont
ains x, by Lemma 2, and hence (CZA W)C\A 球。because 
% £ sd(A). Therefore, there exists a point y e (t/pl 
A). Since y & A, f(y) =y e U and hence f(y)《clx(V).
This shows tfeit &서M "水 卩

DA)「\4UcZx(V). Therefore, /(W)(^clA{Vp\A) which 
implies f(W)^.) • This contradicts the hypo
thesis that f is weakly irresolute. Thus A is semiclosed 
in X.

In Theorem 5, X is necessary Hausdorff, as shown by 
the following example

Exmple 5- Let X= {◎，房 c} with an indiscrete topology 
and let A~{a,b}(二X・ Then the mapping f\ X—>A9 def
ined by f{a)~ay f(J»=f(c、)=b, is weakly irresolute and 
f\A is the identity mapping on A, that is, A is weakly 
irresolute retract of X. However, A is not semiclosed 
in X.

Lemma 3. A mapping /： has a semiclosed graph 
G(/) [8] if for each, x e X, y e Y such that
there exist U s SO(X) and V e SO(Y) containing x and 
y9 resepctively, such that
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In view of the following example, a weakly irresolute 
mapping may fail to have a semiclosed graph.

Exmple 6. Let X={a9b9c} with an indiscrete topology. 
Then clearly, the identity mapping z： X—X is weakly 
irresolute, but G(f) is not semiclosed.

However, we have the following.
Theorem 6. If is weakly irresolute and Y is

semi-為 then G(f) is semiclosed in the product space X 
X K

Proof. Let x & X and y e Y such, that Then
there exists a V e SO(Y) containing /(x) such that y £ 
워네3) y 君(F—BL(V)) £顼0(丫)一色ag/* is weakly
irresolute, there exists an £ SO(X) containing x such 
that /(Z7)Cscl(lZ). Consequently, f(1/)「、|(須一"1(卩))=0 
and so, G(f) is semiclosed, by Lemma 3.

The converse to Theorem 6 need not be true as shown 
by the following example.

Exmple 7. Let X~{a9b9c} be the space with T(X) = 
{由X, {“}, {하, {”0}} and Y={a9b9c} be the discrete space. 
Then the identity mapping i\ X-^Y has a semiclosed 
graph but not weakly irresolute.

Lemma 4 [1口. A space X is not s-connected iff it is 
the union of two nonempty disjoint semiopen(respecti- 
vely, semiclosed) sets.

Theorem 7. The s-connectedness is invariant under 
weakly irresolute surjections.

Proof. Let f： X->Y be a weakly irresolute surjection 
on an s-connected space X. Suppose Y is not s-connec- 
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ted. Then exist nonempty disjoint V19 V2 e SO(Y) such 
that ViUHence 尸】(卩Gnf*卩2)=。and their 
union is X. Since f is surjective, 广】(卩：)公。for /=1,2. 
By Theorem 1,户*吒)Usint(户】(scl(卩;)). Since V£ is 
semiclosed, /( Vt)CsintC/'1 ( )). Hence, /'KK) & SO 
(X) for z=l,2. This means that X is not s-connected. 
Contradict.

Exmple 8. Let X= Y={a9b9c}. Let X be the indisc
rete and Y be the space with 7、(F) = {饱 匕(a,c}, {b9c}f 
{c}}. Let flX^Y be given by /(a)— a and f(b)=f(c) = 
b. Then f is weakly irresolute, X is s-connected, but 
f(X) = {a,b}9 is not s-connected. This example shows 

rm^tge of an s-cxrmecteti set under a weakly 
irresolute mapping is not necessarily s-connected.

HL Weakly irresolute mappings and set-s connected 
mappings.

Lemma 5. [3]. A mapping /： is set-s-connected 
iff for each semi-clopen subset B of /(X), is
semi-clopen in X.

The following examples 9 and 10 show that the notion 
of weakly irresolute mappings is independent of that of 
set-s-connected mappings.

Exmple 9. Let X={”0c} with T(X) = W,X, {(가, {a9 
硏，“"}}. Then the mapping /： X—>X, defined by f(a) 
=f(G=b and is weakly irresolute but not set-
s-connected.

Exmple 10. Let X={aibic,d} with 7、(X) = {0,X, {缶 

c}, {d}, {c}, {c,d}9 {a,r, J}} and Y^={a,b^c] with T(Y) = 
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{勿 y,化},竹}, {b,c}}. Then the mapping f：X^Y, defined 
by Ka)=f(d)=a and /(i)=/(c)=c, is set-s-connected 
but not weakly irresolute.

Theorem 8. If is weakly irresolute surjection,
then f is set-s-connected.

Proof. Let V be any semi-clopen subset of Y. Since 
V is semiclosed, scl(V) — V. Thus, by Theorem 1, f"1 
시/)Usint("게(V))・ Hence e SO(X). Moreover, by
Theorem 3, scl(广 1(，))(二尸甲). Hence is semic
losed in X. Since f is surjective, Lemma 5 / is set-s- 
connected. It is well-known that, for every space X and 
each V e SO(X)9 scl(V) e SO(X) and also cl(7) & SO 
(X).

Theorem 9. Let X and Y be spaces. If f\X-^Y is set- 
s-connected surjection, then, f is weakly irresolute.

Proof. Let x e X and V e SO(Y) containing /(x). 
Then scl(V) is semi-clopen in V- Since f is set-s-conn
ected surjection, it follows from Lemma 5 that /^(scl 
([/)) = 〃 is semi-clopen in X. Therefore, U e SQ(X) 
containing x such that /(U)CZscl( V). Hence f is weakly 
irresolute.

Corollary 2. A surjection X—>Y is set-s-connected 
iff f is weakly irresolute.

Proof. From Theorem 8 and 9.
Corollary 3. If /： X—Y is a 드et—s—connected suHecti。교 

and Y is semi-T2 then G(f) is semiclosed in the prod
uct space X X F.

Proof. From Theorem 6 and 9* In view of Example 7, 
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the converse to Corollary 3 is not true. For, G{i) is 
semiclosed, but i is not set-s-connected.

Abstract
A mapping /： X-^Y is introduced to be weakly irres

olute if, for each % e X and each semi-neighborhood V 
of /(x), there exists a semi-neighborhood U of x in X 
such that f(U)Cscl(K). It will be shown that a mapp
ing f： X-^Y is weakly irresolute iff (if and only if) 尸 

(Vr)Csint(/*1(scl(IZ))) for each semiopen subset V of Y. 
The relationship between mappings described in [3,5,6,8] 
and a weakly irresolute mapping will be investigated 
皿土金: will te 云£疯j호」击衣主 every irresolute retractor a 
局-space is semiclosed.
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